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Frequently Asked Questions 

 
 
What changes have occurred in Connecticut’s electricity market and how do these changes affect my company? 
 
Since January 2007, commercial/industrial electricity users (those with maximum demand less than 500 kilowatts) that 
have not chosen an alternative supplier of electricity are on “Standard Service”, provided by CL&P or UI. Currently, 
Standard Service rates are based on semi-annual market bids for overlapping contract periods with generation prices 
changing every twelve months. 
 
You should examine your energy use and generation cost options to determine whether the utility prices or current 
market-based rates from third party suppliers, for either short or long term periods, more closely align with your business 
needs. 
 
 
Why should I consider purchasing my electricity generation in the competitive market? 
 
Simply, the competitive market may be able to provide lower prices than those available through your utility. The market 
also provides a range of terms from monthly variable prices to long term fixed price options. You can choose the approach 
that best meets your needs. 
 
 
Why should I consider purchasing my electricity generation through the CBIA Energy Connections Program? 
 
As a member of CBIA you are our primary motivation. We value your trust and confidence above all other considerations 
and only offer services we believe would benefit you. 
 
We represent you throughout the process with no allegiance to a supplier or any other third-party. This may not be true for 
many other entities that approach you with supply offers. 
 
We are a licensed aggregator with the CT DPUC. This also may not be true for other entities that approach you with 
supply offers. 
 
We have a great deal of experience helping our members secure energy contracts. We have been assisting CBIA 
member companies control their natural gas costs since 1999 and their electricity costs since 2006. 
 
In short, we know the electricity market and what represents a good deal for CBIA member companies. We have a great 
deal of expertise in energy procurement and we put that expertise to work for you every day. 
 
 
Why may the Energy Connections Small/Intermediate Electricity Program be a good choice for my company? 
 
In the fall of 2006 we initiated an aggregation approach for small/intermediate sized electricity users. The success of this 
program has been phenomenal. Currently, we have over 600 companies in the program and over 85 megawatts of load. 
The tremendous size of this group has given us the ability to provide significant savings over utility prices. You also 
receive prices consistent with those of much larger electricity users and measurably better than you can achieve on your 
own for similar terms. 
 
 
Does the Energy Connections Program receive a fee? 
 
Yes. CBIA Energy Connections receives a small fee, paid by the electricity supplier that wins your business, over the term 
of the contract. This fee replaces a supplier’s normal cost of sale and is included in the price of your electricity contract. 
You will not be billed any additional fees for the program services. 
 
 



Will my current electricity utility (CL&P or UI) still deliver my electricity? 
 
Yes. Only the electricity supply is open to competitive suppliers. CL&P and UI will continue to deliver the power to your 
facility and you should call CL&P or UI if you have any issues with service – just as you do now. 
 
 
How will I be billed? 
 
You will receive one bill from your utility which includes your contracted generation rate. 
 
Should I consider a multi-year electricity contract? 
 
Over the years, electricity prices have shown extreme volatility. This has made budget management difficult at best. Multi-
year contracts can help you stabilize your costs. They also can protect you from price escalation. This is especially true 
when market prices are at a historically low level, such as they are currently. 
 
 
What electricity costs are included in a third-party supply contract? 
 
A third-party supply contract includes the cost of generation plus additional costs associated with delivering the energy to 
your utility including costs mandated by ISO New England for things such as capacity and congestion. Most contracts 
today fix all of these costs into one price. However, you always need to verify that all costs are fixed or if some 
components are being allowed to float and pass through to you as additional charges each month. Our program currently 
fixes all costs. 
 
 
Are there any additional costs for which I will be billed other than sales tax? 
 
No, as long as current market rules and regulations remain unchanged throughout the duration of your contract. Suppliers 
reserve the right under their “change in laws” provisions to reflect such changes should they occur. 
 
 
How do I determine if I qualify for CBIA’s Small/Intermediate Electricity Program? 
 
You must be a CBIA member company in good standing and have a minimum demand of 10 kW or more for each 
account in the program. If you have trouble locating the demand numbers on your bill, we would be happy to assist you. 
Also, the supplier will conduct a credit review of your business to determine your creditworthiness. Once the review is 
completed, we will advise you if credit has become an issue. 
 
 
Why do I have to give CBIA contract signing authority if I participate in the Small/Intermediate Electricity 
Program? 
 
The group purchase process and the need to act quickly to lock in attractive prices require all contracts to be signed within 
a couple of hours of knowing the price for the group. Because of this, you are given an opportunity to review the electricity 
supply contract in advance and determine the maximum acceptable price you will authorize prior to any contract 
execution. If your authorized price or lower is achieved, we must be in position to act quickly to maintain the integrity of 
the group and secure the offer price. 
 


